Directions to Floyd Bennett Field
MTA
Take the 2 or 5 train to Flatbush / Brooklyn College. You may hear this stop referred to as 'the Junction').
Transfer to the Q35 Bus at Flatbush / Nostrand Ave. You want the bus toward Rockaway Park, Queens.
Bus Schedule: http://www.mta.info/busco/schedules/q035cur.pdf
Traveling south along Flatbush Avenue, you'll pass Kings Plaza (a large shopping center on the left).
Shortly after that, Flatbush Ave crosses over the Belt Parkway.
Landmarks to look for after crossing the Belt Parkway: The Q35 Bus will pass a sports field and row of large
buildings on the left. You’ll pass a golf course and boating marina on the right.
After crossing the Belt Pkwy, alert the bus driver that you want to get off at the last traffic light before the
bridge toll plaza. (Some drivers know this as the unofficial 'Toll Booth / Flatbush Ave' stop).
*Though the bus driver may suggest it, Do not exit the bus at Aviator Sports Facility! You'll have a long walk
to the entrance gate if you do. Wait till you see the Gil Hodges Bridge just ahead. Exit at the traffic light near
the bridge toll plaza!
*Stay near the front of the bus so that you can see the traffic light at the bridge toll plaza in advance. The
driver will not stop there unless you ask!
Exit Q35 bus at the traffic light just before the bridge toll plaza!
After exiting the bus, cross Flatbush Avenue to approach a small gate and parking lot (on right).

By Car:
From the North, East, and West:
• Take the Belt Parkway to Exit 11S (Flatbush Avenue)
• Follow Flatbush Avenue south to the fourth traffic light. * This is the last light before the Marine Parkway
Bridge toll plaza.
• Turn left at the light.
From Queens, Broad Channel and Rockaway:
• Woodhaven Boulevard to Cross Bay Boulevard.
• West on Beach Channel Drive to the Marine Parkway Bridge (towards Brooklyn.)
• Turn right at the first traffic light after the toll plaza into the park.

‘Inside the Park’ Directions
You will pass a small gatehouse at the Floyd Bennett Field entrance. Travel straight along entrance road. A
wooden sign listing NPS facilities will appear on the right. Take that left ( 2nd Left), after making the turn
you’ll see a one-level Park Police building on your right, and follow road as it curves around to the right in a
big ‘C’. Just ahead, turn left on drive leading to a square parking lot in front of Ecology Village (Bldg 70).

